
BENEFITS:

 Design and construction benchmarked against SOLAS   
 rescue boat standards  

 Outstanding stability and manoeuvrability
 ExoKeel reinforces the boat profile, improving the ride   

 performance in heavy sea states efficiently delivering the     
 team safely to their target, ready for their mission

 Customizable accessories such as single point    
 inflation, rapid deploy tow, cargo net

 Available in 3 different floor options
 Lightweight design, optimized for carrying with                    

 several handles

530 GPM
INFLATABLE BOAT

Versatile, stable, and highly manoeuvrable, and designed for conducting 
multiple operations. The 530 GPM features an inflatable deep V-shaped keel and 
hull shaping for offshore and inshore use. Suitable for insertion/extraction, raiding and 
search and rescue. 

   Lightweight, superior build 
     with intelligent inflation system  

ExoKeel technology compatible
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530 GPM INFLATABLE BOAT

TECHNICAL DATA
530 GPM INFLATABLE BOAT

Length overall 5,300 m

Width overall 2,135 m

Length inside 3,795 m

Width inside 1,035 m

Weight hull 95 kg

Buoyancy chambers (Stk) 5

Max. Payload 1720 kg

Crew limit (Stk) 12

Max. Motorization 51,5 Kw 70 ps

Max. Weight motorization (single or twin) 140 kg

Buoyancy 2,42 m2

Boat inner surface 3,58 m2

Tube diameter 55 cm

Tube diameter bug 51 cm

Fabric Hypalon 1670 dtex

BOAT SIZE RANGE
BOATS AVAILABLE IN THE FOLLOWING SIZES:

380GPM 420GPM 470GPM 530GPM 580GPM

Length 3,800 m 4,200 m 4,700 m 5,300 m 5,800 m

Width 1,670 m 1,800 m 1,955 m 2,135 m 2,500 m
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SEARESCUE
TACTICAL SUIT 

This new suit has been developed for demanding target groups in the field of rescue services and for 
emergency personnel in the military and police. This super slim suit was developed and targeted at 
the demanding user groups within special forces, military and police.
The suit is a result of year-long development process and testing in partnership with these groups. To further improve freedom of 
movement, there is an additional telescopic waist and a tailored ergonomic cut and fit. This solution provides improved freedom of 
movement, reach, reduces excess material and increases flexibility in terms of sizes. A Medium size suit fits both a person of 175cm hight 
(Normal size Medium) and a person of 195cm (XL).

530 GPM
INFLATABLE BOAT 

KEY FEATURES
 ✓ Exo Keel upgrade available 

 ✓ Design and construction benchmarked against solas 
rescue boat standards

 ✓ Heavy duty construction, manufactured from UV 
resistant, robust hypalon fabric

 ✓ Available in 3 different floor options

 ✓ Lightweight design, optimized for carrying 
with several handles

 ✓ Customizable accessories such as reinforcements, 
handles and ropes

The Survitec 530GPM is a robust, heavy duty 
multi-purpose inflatable boat, constructed from 
UV and abrasion resistant Hypalon.
The boat features an inflatable deep V-shaped keel with reinforced 
Hypalon seams. The 530GPM has 5 independent air compartments 
and utilises one hull (skin) to support different floor versions: 
wooden and aluminum segmented floor, roll-up floor and others 
like air deck on request.

The floors are inserted in combination with longitudinal additional 
aluminum stringers for best assembly performance. The highly 
customizable boat holds a max of 12 persons and can be 
configured to support multiple mission profiles including rapid 
response, surveillance, patrolling, law enforcement, anti-piracy 
operations, search and rescue and medical evacuations, quick 
deployment work boat applications.

STV Valve
Switchable transfer valves, for 
use with rapid inflation and 
deflation for subsurface caching

Single Point Inflation
Single/Twin depending
on task. Can inflate 5.3 M
boat in 1 minute

Single/Twin Soft Handles
Rounded for better grip and
push flat to the buoyancy to
avoid snagging hazard

Military C7 Inflation Valves
Positioned to minimise
residual air during recovery
of sub-surface assets

Multiple Floor Options
As per customer
requirements

Grip Patches
To assist personnel with
raiding, boarding and
secure seating of pax

Military C7 Inflation Valve
Flush to the buoyancy and inter-
changeable with a simple socket 
tool, no need to cut out and replace 
damaged valves, unique to Survitec

EXO KEEL AVAILABLE
Increases ride comfort to passengers for 
insertion, load carriage and gives added 
protection to a potentially vulnerable 
and essential component of the boat

BOAT AVAILABLE IN THE FOLLOWING SIZES:

380 GPM 420 GPM 470 GPM 530 GPM 580 GPM
Length 3,800 4,200 4,700 5,300 5,800

Width 1,670 1,800 1,955 2,135 2,500

Extendable torso system gives 
additional freedom of movement and 
allows for a better fit between sizes

Reinforced areas of wear to increase 
service life

Unique seat construction without 
seams eliminates wear points and 
improves mobility

Produced in GoreTex Nomex III, or 
Hansen Pro own lightweight materials 
giving the best combination of Fire 
retardancy, durability and breathability

Front/back option for entry and front 
lay flat relief zipper

Leg and arm lay flat extendable pockets

Fixed neck seal in latex/silicone or in 
neoprene. Adjustable neoprene seal 
also available

GET IN TOUCH 
defence.enquiries@survitecgroup.com Email:  

www.survitecgroup.com 


